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ATTENTION FROSHS AND SOPHOMORS: Need help laying down your college education? Scholarship Opportunities Services, a computerized matching service, can issue 5-25 sources of financial aid which you are qualified to receive. For more information contact Prof. Gann in Library 113.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CONCERT ENSEMBLE: Musicians needed for Concert Ensemble on Tuesday afternoon at 3:00 pm. All interested persons feared. For more information contact Pro. Gann in Library 113.

HOLDING TODAY! TOP STORY: Work is being done on the Converse Library. The new rooms include bathrooms, showers, and a new entrance.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS: Domestic & Overseas. Now Hiring: Kitchen Help, Deck Hands, Mat, and Gift Shop Attendant. Interested? Contact the Career Opportunities Office. If you're interested, contact the College of Business Administration.

HINTS TO PERFORMER at the BSC-Campuse the Campus Center Program Committee is proud to announce "The Anchoring Neal," a nationally acclaimed psychic entertainer and hypnotist. Neal has appeared on such national television shows as "The Tonight Show," "The Mike Douglas Show," "PM Magazine," and "The Today Pro." Neal has also been his development his skills with clairvoyance, telepathy, psychokinesis, and psychokinesis.

EXCHANGE PROGRAMS IN CHINA AND GERMANY. The deadline for faculty and student applications to be considered for the exchange programs at Shih University of China and the University of Germany (Berlin) has been extended to February 26, 1987.

In what seemed like an unusually high voter turnout for a midterm election, the Student Government Association (S.G.A.) continued its primeval for the Presidential and Vice-Presidential seats recently vacated by John J. Mucci (94) and E. E. McEwen (93), as evidenced in the campaign literature. Both candidates have been working hard in the past weeks, and their efforts have paid off. What seems to be the most important issue for these two candidates is the future of the S.G.A. and the campus in general.

In an interview with The Comment, the two candidates, Dan Darcy and Paul Carr, discussed their visions for the S.G.A. and the campus.

Darcy, who is running as the incumbent candidate, believes that the S.G.A. needs to be more involved in the campus community and to work closely with the faculty and administration. He also stresses the importance of communication and the need for the S.G.A. to be more transparent in its decision-making process.

Carr, on the other hand, is running as a first-time candidate and is focused on the need for the S.G.A. to be more accountable to the students. He believes that the S.G.A. should be more involved in the decision-making process and that it should be more responsive to the needs of the students.

In conclusion, both candidates agree that the S.G.A. needs to be more involved in the campus community and to work closely with the faculty and administration. They both believe that the S.G.A. should be more accountable to the students and that it should be more transparent in its decision-making process.

...Right.

SPECIAL PURCHASE ANNOUNCEMENT

Calvin Klein Outlet
100 North Front Street
New Bedford, MA (617) 999-1300

Stocks are low. Visit us soon.

Winter store hours
Mon. - Sat. 10 am to 5 pm
Sun. 12 pm to 5 pm

Ladies' Warren basketball jacket
Only at Calvin Klein Outlet!

Student Rep Wanted

WANTED! Student representative for Caligian Trunk and Tote. Earn free trips and cash. Call (617) 321-4651.

S.G.A. primaries over

Who will clinch top spots?
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Views from across the campus
How do you feel about the new alcohol policy?

By John J. Beaton

Although I agree that there is a problem with drug and alcohol abuse on our campus, I think that the new sanctions, which are closely modeled after the current system, will have little impact on the situation. I believe that the new sanctions, which are to be enforced by the police, will be a more negative impact than a positive one. Formal counseling will only result in further disagreement with the police. I would like to see a more educational system in which the program is adopted prior to positive measures.

Dan Darcy
Psi Pi Theta

The sanctions appear to be more of a disappointment than no sanctions at all. The program should be reinstated on the freshman floor so that the problem won’t arise in college later.

Henry Beckweed Student Body Staff

When I voted yes, I did so to increase the awareness of the new policy. I believe it is just as important to keep the policy as it is to change it. The new policy will not result in a decrease in drug and alcohol abuse.

Carey Tvetleh

I think that the new alcohol policy is a good one. I believe that the police will be able to enforce the policy effectively. I think that the new policy will be more effective than the current policy.

Ed Nicodelli Senior Student Court

I feel that the new alcohol policy is a good one. I believe that the police will be able to enforce the policy effectively. I think that the new policy will be more effective than the current policy.

Mary Cornacchio Senior English Major

I think that the new alcohol policy is a good one. I believe that the police will be able to enforce the policy effectively. I think that the new policy will be more effective than the current policy.

Steven DiClemente Student Theater

I think that the new alcohol policy is a good one. I believe that the police will be able to enforce the policy effectively. I think that the new policy will be more effective than the current policy.

Steve DiClemente Student Theater

I think it’s great that the administration is trying to help the students, but I think the administration has more of a say in what we do than the students.
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Views from across the campus
How do you feel about the new alcohol policy?

By John J. Beattie

EDITOR'S NOTE: In last week's Comment, we mentioned a story on new alcohol policies that will soon be implemented at the University of Massachusetts. A copy of this story was sent to the University's Students for a Better Understanding of the News (SBU), which is the student-run newspaper at the University of Massachusetts. We received several letters from students in response to this story, and we have included them below.

Mary Consolo
Senior, Business

I think it's great that the administration is trying to help the students, but I think the administration is making more of a show than actually helping those students.

Ed Novelletti
Junior, Student Court

I feel that the new alcohol policy is going to be a good one, but I'm worried that too many students will bePic.

Dan Darcy
President, Psi Phi Delta

I think the sanctions at the college level are inappropriate. It is a great solution, and it is necessary. It is a good policy, although it may not be a problem without alcohol.

Emily McDonald
Program Committee

I feel that the new alcohol policy will be a great one, but it will also cost money to make it happen.

Carolyn Trenut

I agree that there is a problem with drug and alcohol abuse on our campus, but I think the new sanctions will only result in further disagreements with the administration. I would like to see more educational programs that address this issue.

If there is a problem with drug and alcohol abuse on our campus, the administration needs to address it. The new sanctions are a step in the right direction, although they may not be enough.

The Pi Chi National Honor Society in Psychology had a meeting in its annual 1987 Membership Dinner at Bridgewater State College starting February 18th, according to Dr. Richard T. Colgan, Chairperson, and Professor. Membership in Psi Chi, founded in 1920 for the purpose of encouraging, stimulating, and maintaining excellence in scholarship and adding stress to the science of Psychology, is usually held for life. The Psychology Department at Bridgewater State College is the national, regional, national, and local force in the field of Psychology.

At the November 16th meeting of the Psi Chi honor society members, including faculty and students, were formally installed into Psi Chi as new members. Among those installed were Professor Elizabeth Banks, director of local Psi Chi Chapter, and Charles Waters, a psychology student.

As far as the constitution is concerned, they are currently the only active chapter of the national Psi Chi Honor Society. The Psi Chi Honor Society is the national honor society for those who have achieved high academic standards in the field of Psychology.

The college's new drug testing program, which began in the fall of 1986, is part of a national trend to address the issue of drug abuse on college campuses. The program is designed to identify students who use drugs, and to take appropriate action if they are found to be using drugs.

Some students have expressed concerns about the program, arguing that it is too intrusive and that it violates their civil rights. Others have welcomed the program, saying that it is necessary to address the problem of drug abuse on college campuses.

In conclusion, the new drug testing program is a positive step towards addressing the issue of drug abuse on college campuses. It is important to balance the need for a drug-free environment with the need to protect students' civil rights.

The Metamorphosis of a College Student

By John J. Beattie

The Metamorphosis of a College Student is a book by Franz Kafka, first published in 1915. The book tells the story of Gregor Samsa, a young man who wakes up one morning to find that he has been transformed into a giant insect.

Gregor Samsa's transformation is a symbol of the changes that take place as a college student makes the transition from a child to an adult. This transition can be difficult, as college students must learn to be independent, make their own decisions, and take responsibility for their actions.

The Metamorphosis of a College Student is a book that can be read as a guide for those who are going through this transition. It reminds us that change is a natural part of life, and that we must learn to embrace it in order to grow and become our best selves.

The Explanation

Explained by: John J. Beattie

The Explanation is a column in which we attempt to explain the reasoning behind some of the events that have occurred on campus. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us.

The Comment

To the Editor:

In response to your Editorial from last week's issue of The Comment, I would like to offer a different perspective. I believe that Mr. Rossi's comments were not a reflection of the majority opinion on campus. As Mr. Rossi himself stated, his comments were a personal opinion and not a reflection of the university's policies or values.

While it is true that Mr. Rossi has expressed concerns about the drug testing program, it is important to remember that he is not representing the interests of all students. Many students, including myself, support the drug testing program, as it is an important step towards creating a safe and healthy environment on campus.

I would like to see more open and honest conversations about these issues, rather than the kind of rhetoric that Mr. Rossi was using. It is important to address these concerns in a constructive and respectful manner, so that we can work towards a solution that benefits everyone.
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Bridgewater State Blues

By Mary O'Neill

What causes those Bridgewater State Blues that most students get when they are about to start classes? For this reporter, one cause might be the realization that there are ten inches lunch bunch. Another major cause appears to be the energy that comes in the last afternoon, and makes finals好似 you've got 106, weight attached. Those days are tough to get away from duties of studying. But stays are other things which make college such a challenge.

One thing that gives you all those benefits? It's difficult to say. For many students, it seems to be a soup oper of their lives and abnormal pressure. For others, it's exhausting to control the emotions and discard the blues.

The latter then, will dwell on the written, the problems. And most likely much their goals. That's fine. It is set in your mind that you will not stop reading here...just if, I have three solutions to solve three more blues:

1. Brownie, a genius of agonish lunch times, low GPA, and endless weather.
2. A way to get away from that endless weather.
3. A way to get away from duties of studying.

But it's the second that GPA, and the third that GPA, which seems to be the problem.

Check out the lobby tables

The Comment concerning the lack of support or interest among the students for the theater. Well today, I would like to give my personal opinion on comment, and say that I do not agree with the way the theater is being handled.

I feel that the entire editorial was uncalled for. If anything it was only designed to build up GTA up to a point where all the students would see how much we are enjoying ourselves.

Time to forgive and forget

The need we want in this world is more understanding, not more anger. Anger only causes more problems. Anger can be very harmful to other human beings and causes problems for our society. I do not believe that we should be looking at anger.

You can see how many times it is a result of the same thing. It is not a result of something that we should be looking at.

My point is that every student who has not been a student before should sit and study at the table where the students are sitting. They are studying for the most part. They should be doing it for the school, not just the fun.

Editorial uncalled for

Editorial uncalled for

To the Editor

I am writing in response to your editorial of Feb. 5, 1987, “A P Jason A. Baker, and especially the comments towards the Academic Senate. Thank you. I am uncertain why the students were interested in the Academic Senate, but I sincerely doubt that the students had a very strong interest in the Senate.
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When the second solution is realized and put into practice, we can only change our reality. What we call “reality” is just as real as any other reality because it is a result of our existence. With this practice the energy of the second solution is increased.

To the Editor

I am writing in response to your editorial of Feb. 5, 1987, “A P Jason A. Baker, and especially the comments towards the Academic Senate. Thank you. I am uncertain why the students were interested in the Academic Senate, but I sincerely doubt that the students had a very strong interest in the Senate.

Entertainment

Meet the artist presents: Trudi Miller: playwright

Trudi Miller spoke on her experiences as a playwright and as an actress on Tuesday night. (photo: Debra Willis)

The saga of Vietnam relived in Platoon

Sharon Cigna

The theme of this musical is the life of a young man who goes to Vietnam and fights for his country.

A look at the lastest films

M. Gordon

The first movie I saw in the new JCC is “Beverly Hills Cop II.” It’s a very funny movie with a lot of laughs. The story is about a police officer who is transferred from Beverly Hills to New York City. He has to deal with all the problems that come with being a police officer in a big city.

Edmund F. Ward

At Jolimont and the Beach Boys delighted the crowd at the Civic Center when they hosted a Winter Beach Party last Thursday night, February 5. (photo by John Hogan)
Editorial uncalled for

By David Spoor

"What's in a name?"
By Patricia Howard

What's in a name?

The Comment regarding the lack of support or interest expressed by theatregoers for the Fifth Avenue production of "The Gin Game" is disturbing to me. There is a lack of student involvement in the drama department, and it is evident that the students are not interested in taking part in a professional production. As a former student at the Academy, I can say that there is a general lack of interest among the students in the drama department. This lack of interest can be attributed to the fact that the students are not given the opportunity to participate in the production. The students are not given the opportunity to learn new skills or to develop their acting abilities. In addition, the students are not given the opportunity to experience the excitement of performing in front of an audience. As a result, the students are not motivated to participate in the drama department. Therefore, I believe that the drama department should be reformatted to include more opportunities for the students to participate in the production. This would help to increase the interest in the drama department and would encourage the students to become more involved.}

Time to forgive and forget

By Edward Ward

"What's in a name?" By Patricia Howard
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**“Night, Mother”**

**A first in BSC theatre history**

Marsha Norman’s 1983 Pulitzer Prize-winning play, “Night, Mother”, will be performed in the Lillian Elliott Campus Center Auditorium February 3 through February 15. The production is being presented in conjunction with the Robert S. Memorial Fund which provides financial support to the BSC’s theatre program. The two-weekend run of this two-character play will be directed by Assignment Professor Louis A. Davis, acting Chairman of the Department of Speech Communication, Theatre Arts, and Languages, and the BSC’s Department of Theatre and Dance.

Summerson received her undergraduate education at the University of Minnesota and has studied with Liz Strauss and Wynne Howard. She has also acted professionally at the New York City’s La Mama. Ramey’s education was completed at the University of Oregon this past December. Admission to the performance is $5 for students and $10 for general admission.

**EARN $$$$ AND FREE TUITION**

Human Service Job Opportunities with New England Village of Pembroke, MA—It normally recognized movement for the adult mentally retarded individual. New England Village offers competitive wages and comprehensive benefits including:

- **Tuition reimbursement for Full and Part time staff**
- **Partial tuition reimbursement for Relief positions**
- **Health, Dental, and Life Insurance (PT positions)**
- **Liberal paid holiday and vacation days (pro-rated for PT positions)**
- **Close supervision, on-the-job training and professional development opportunities**
- **Referral bonuses**
- **Pleasant work environment**

Position openings for Part-time Weekends $6.00/hr; Part-time Evenings and/or weekends $5.00/hr; Relief $5.00/hr; Full-time Live-in $12,000 plus free room and board. All positions supervise and instruct mentally retarded adults. Preferred Qualifications: Junior, Senior, or Graduate level and genuine interest in Human Services. For further details on positions and benefits, contact Karole Kaye, Administrative Assistant at 2333-5461 or submit letter of interest to New England Village, 30 Meeting Street, Pembroke, MA 02359 ATTN: Personnel Dept. AA/EOE.

**Calendrier des événements**

- The Newton Art Center will present the Impulse Dance Company on Sunday, February 22 at 2:00 p.m. Impulse will perform a sampler of choreography illustrating the unity and evolution of jazz dance.
- Campus Events
  - Curtis Lewis: Painter: On February 25th, at 7:00 p.m at the Bridgewater Formal Dining Room, Curtis Lewis, Curator of Palmer, MA will give a talk on his work as a painter.
  - Carroll Dailor: Flower Arranger: Carroll Dailor of Carroll Dailor’s Flowers will give a demonstration of the art of flower arranging. By using the influence of paintings such as Manet’s Water Lilies, Ms. Dailor will create six floral arrangements.
  - The Dormant will hold a Bridgewater Formal Dining Room on March 2nd at 7:00 p.m.
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"Night, Mother"

A first in BSC theatre history

Marcia Norman's 1978 Pulitzer Prize-winning play "Night, Mother," will be presented in the three-quarter stage of the Roberts Studio Theatre beginning Thursday, Feb. 12. The play will be directed by Chairperson of the Department of Speech Communication, Theatre Arts, and Communication Disorders Dr. Deanna Ramazzzzi. It will be presented in association with the University of Oregon's production of this past December.

Audition to the performers will be held on Thursday, Feb. 12, at 4 p.m. in the Roberts Studio Theatre. Ten women and two men are sought for this production. Those interested are encouraged to audition and will be called back for callbacks on Friday, Feb. 13.

The play follows a young woman who is cut off from her family and the world. It explores themes of isolation, depression, and suicide.

*************

**EARN $$$$ AND FREE TUITION**

Human Service Job Opportunities with New England Village of Pembroke, MA—It's an all-expenses paid program for the adult mentally retarded individual. New England Village offers competitive wages and comprehensive benefits including:

- **Tuition reimbursement for Full and Part time staff**
- **Partial tuition reimbursement for Relief positions**
- **Health, Dental, and Life Insurance (PT positions)**
- **Liberal paid vacation and holiday (pro-rated for PT positions)**
- **Close supervision, on-the-job training and professional development opportunities**
- **Retirement benefits**
- **Pleasant work environment**

**Position openings for Part-time Weekends $6.00/hr.; Part-time Evenings and/or weekends $5.00/hr.; Relief $5.00/hr.; Full-time Live-in $12,000 plus free room and board. All positions supervise and instruct mentally retarded adults.**

- **Preferred Qualifications:**
  - Junior, Senior, or Graduate level and genuine interest in Human Services.
  - For further details on positions and benefits, contact Janis Konechty, Administrative Assistant at 233-5641 or submit letter of interest to New England Village, 675 Dorchester Street, Pembroke, MA 02359 ATTN: Personnel Dept. AA/EEO.

**Calendar of events**

**Trinity Repertory Company**

The Trinity Repertory Company will present Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" in the Trustees Auditorium from January 30 to February 1. Tickets may be purchased on Tuesday (Feb. 3rd) at 8:00 p.m., Thursday (Feb. 5th) at 8:00 p.m., and Saturday (Feb. 7th) at 8:00 p.m. at the Box Office, 151 Washington Street, Providence, RI 02903. Tickets are $3.00 for students and $5.00 for general admission. Information: 411-661-8817.

**Boys Of The Lough**

The Boys Of The Lough will appear in concert at the State Theatre, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA at 8:00 p.m. on March 1. The Boys Of The Lough have taken the musical heritage of their native Ireland and Scotland around the world. The group consists of Alan Busch, Paul McDonnell, Allan O'Brien, Mike Sharp, and John Wren. Information: 411-475-1322.

**Campus Events**

Curtis Lawson, Painter: On February 14th, at 7:00 p.m. in the Bridgewater Formal Dining Room, Curtis Lawrence, Catholic Emancipator of Pembroke, MA will give a talk on his work as a painter.

**Campus Center**

Architectural and Cultural Tour: The Campus Center will be open to students for a tour of the architectural and cultural spaces of the Campus Center on February 14th. The tour will begin at 3:00 p.m. and will conclude with a special performance in the Campus Center Theater.

**Dear friend**, happy Valentine's Day.

Love, your best friend

---

**Happiness**

The Analogy Show will appear in the Campus Auditorium on February 25 at 8:00 p.m. Admission is $5.00. The show is sponsored by the CCPC.
The Comment
Thursday, February 12, 1987

To the whole crew on the Comment,
Take care! Don't do anything you'll regret later. Happy Valentine's Day.
Louise

Kris and Nikki,
You to the best roommate at ASC.
Hope things work out on Valentine's Day.
Cash

Michelle S.
Happy Valentine's Day! Don't work too hard & take it easy on the guys.
Love, Sue

Some certes b-ball cheerleaders PSC watch one—here we come! Practice SB——we'll have fun! (1:14:42)
Love, Erica and Bonnie

Lisa,
Happy Valentine's Day to my financial reporter and part time therapist. Thanks for finding my P.C.
Love, Chris

To Gerry, Dave, and Dave,
Thanks for all your help.
Brent

Walter Pastel—US
Don't eat spaghetti before you play "War." Happy Valentine's Day.
Love you, "Nut Justice"

Don Darcy,
Happy Valentine's Day to my favorite brother and gulf.
Melissa

Thanks for the late night nap sessions and all your friendship.
Love ya, Teri-Tori

Miss Trustrum—
I love you! Happy Valentine's Day.
"Your favorite judge"

Jane Norton,
"Your fishing physique is hardly unique, you're mentally no so bad. You're more than wroki,
because of your morals, but I'll tell you what you get... You got that thing."
Mark

Jane, Cathy—
Do you have any mosaic left?
Melville

Ded & Sue—
Stay up one weekend and party.
Your roommate, Michelle

Steve Kenki,
You've stolen my heart!!!

Don Duffy-1ID,
I hope I can wake up every morning in the "Three Stooges" and you.
Love, St Speling

Jeannie Anderson,
Have a great Valentine's Day and maybe even a run punch or a red stripe at happy hour.
Love,
Chris

Den Duffy-1ID,
I hope I can wake up every morning in the "Three Stooges" and you.
Love, St Speling

Jeni Bos,
"I'm so happy we made it tonight! You're the best friend a person could ever have.
Checkers

To the staff of The Comment,
I'm proud of you guys! I will return!
Now go back to work.
Love, The EX-E—1—C

To J.F.
Rose are red, the sun will shine.
WE'M REE YOU THE BEST, YOU'VE PROVED my mind.
J.W.

Elizabeth,
Happy Valentine's Day to my fourth roommate. Hope everything works out with you and your valentine.
Love,
Chris

Ded & Sue—
Stay up one weekend and party.
Your roommate, Michelle

Steve Kenki,
You've stolen my heart!!!

Don Duffy-1ID,
I hope I can wake up every morning in the "Three Stooges" and you.
Love, St Speling

Jeannie Anderson,
Have a great Valentine's Day and maybe even a run punch or a red stripe at happy hour.
Love,
Chris

Don Duffy-1ID,
I hope I can wake up every morning in the "Three Stooges" and you.
Love, St Speling

Jeni Bos,
"I'm so happy we made it tonight! You're the best friend a person could ever have.
Checkers

To the staff of The Comment,
I'm proud of you guys! I will return!
Now go back to work.
Love, The EX-E—1—C

To J.F.
Rose are red, the sun will shine.
WE'M REE YOU THE BEST, YOU'VE PROVED my mind.
J.W.

To the girls on the 4th floor
"We love you"
212 Shaw

Joe M.
Since I failed as my secret Santa—how about being my secret Valentine?
Love, B.

To Linda W. and P.,
Miss living with you, and the late night giggles sessions. I hope you have a Happy Valentine's Day.
Love,
your ex roommate, Lisa
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To the girls on the 4th floor
"We love you"
212 Shaw

Joe M.
Since I failed as my secret Santa—how about being my secret Valentine?
Love, B.

To Linda W. and P.,
Miss living with you, and the late night giggles sessions. I hope you have a Happy Valentine's Day.
Love,
your ex roommate, Lisa

To the girls on the 4th floor
"We love you"
212 Shaw

Joe M.
Since I failed as my secret Santa—how about being my secret Valentine?
Love, B.
Honey Bun
My memories are made up of little things we share.
I love you, K.E.G.

Happy Valentine's Day to a bunch of great roommates, Sandy, Jen, Arie, and Amy. Run, From, Trisha

Sunny Anne, "Friendship...Friendship. Just the perfect blend. Whether friendships have been fierce, ours will still be HOT!" Plantiff Love, Mark

Happy Valentine's Day, to my coffee buddy...There is one section of my heart with your name all over it.

Darken Valentine, To my coffee buddy...There is one section of my heart with your name all over it. I love you, M.A.P.

Sue-B! Good Luck with Dick. Maybe your PC has come riding up on his white horse and he will carry you to his castle in the sky. Love, Lisa

Darlene
To my little sister... May your life be full of wonderful things. Love, M.A.P.

To Chris, I'm still waiting for the alimony checks!!! PAY UP OR I'M GONNA SICK MY LAWYERS ON YA!!!

Lisa and Cathie in 317 (and Connie, too!) Happy Valentine's Day, kids! Stop thinking so much!!! Love ya, Beth

To my coffee buddy...There is one section of my heart with your name all over it.

Tom, I want to go rock hunting at Chappaqui—Are you interested? Love, Raccoon

To all the female undergrads on campus: Why is it, with a 3 to 1 ratio, all of you have boyfriends? Love always, Your first ex y.

Lisa and Cathie is 1 (and Connie, too!) Happy Valentine's Day, kids! Stop thinking so much!!! Love ya, Beth

To my coffee buddy...There is one section of my heart with your name all over it.

Don't you go around spreading nasty things about me! I'm not that kind of a boy! BFR

To all the female undergrads on campus: Why is it, with a 3 to 1 ratio, all of you have boyfriends? Love always, Your first ex y.

Thanks for everything! Happy Valentine's Day! Love, B!.
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Dear [Name],

Thank you for everything! We're headed for success!

Happy Valentine's Day!

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Happy Valentine's Day! Sea Weather

Dear Friend,

Happy Valentine's Day to you and yours. May this day be filled with love, laughter, and happiness.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
### Living

#### $70G Available in Scholarships

During the spring of this year and College-Honors Committes and at the Annual Meeting of the Alumni Association $70,000 will be awarded to undergraduate students—the result of the largest scholarship endowment ever assembled in the history of the College. In addition a number of awards will recognize individual accomplishments in a variety of academic fields and through involvement in campus and community leadership activities. Information on each of the scholarship and award programs is outlined in detail in the 1988-1989 Student Handbook on pages 54-7 through 54-7. While a number of programs involve nomination and selection by members of the Faculty and Administrators, others require direct application by the student candidate. Students who meet the award criteria are urged to obtain application materials at the Office of Student Services (Boyse Hall), the Financial Aid Office (Tilligagh Hall), or the Career Information Center.

Obtain a copy of the "Scholarship Capsules" which highlights specific award criteria. Of special interest are the Alumni Scholarship Program, the President's Scholarship Program (soon to be announced), and the Sho Scopus Program (soon to be announced). In addition, the Dr. Edmund Haughey Memorial Scholarship, the Susan, Laskoff Scholarship, the Lincoln Trust Company Scholarship, and the Harvey Wener Memorial Scholarship have broad criteria.

### Application Deadline:

**Friday, May 3, 1986**

Special category awards recognize academic excellence in a variety of fields including Education, Management Science, the Humanities, and Media. Students who will be entering graduate level study in September should review criteria for the Chilla and Sho scholarships. Other than average students who have transferred from Moneo, individuals of Portuguese heritage, or Burntville high schools, and students who have graduated from Bridgewater may qualify for one of the specially designated Alumni Scholarships. The following steps are suggested to award applicants:

1. Immediately respond to a copy of your college transcript at the Office of the Registrar (Throles Hall), which will be processed as soon as possible. If you will be applying for more than one scholarship, you may make additional applications of the transcript to be sent to the various selection committees.

2. Application forms should be appended and completed according to the directions.

3. It is recommended that you make an appointment with members of the Faculty or Administration from whom you will request letters of recommendation to review specific scholarship criteria.

A column otherwise noted on the scholarship application, the deadline for the submission of all application materials is Friday, May 3, 1986. It is your responsibility to make certain that the appropriate materials have been submitted and that your application is complete.

If you have questions please contact the Office of Student Services (Boyse Hall).

### Mystery Photo: Can you find this on Campus? Hint: Homeward Bound (photo by Kirk Van Dyke)

### Dell Publishing Releases Job-finding Aides


**The Job Hunter's Diary** by Swan and Chaiton, authors of Dell's successful "Perfect Wedding Planner," is for anyone looking for a first job, hoping to change careers, or trying to find a good job. In the convenient pocket format, the book includes practical tips on preparing resumes, writing cover letters, and finding research jobs. The book also contains a 13-month calendar and organizer to manage your search with optimal skill and efficiency. Workbooks include: Weekly Calendars to record appointments, interviews, and expenses, Weekly To Do lists for comprehensive planning, a To Do list for daily tasks, My Space for organizing your day, Your Space for organizing your week, and Happy Valley for organizing your family space.

**Getting Work Experience** provides a practical and comprehensive guide to finding work experience for students seeking to gain work experience. The book includes a detailed index of work experience, a list of employers, and a list of companies.

### Summer Opportunity

The Institute on Comparative Political and Economic Systems (ICPES) and the Institute on Political Journalism (IPJ), both held at Georgetown University, offer unique opportunities for students with demonstrational leadership skills, academic achievement, and extracurricular involvement in political science, economics, or journalism. These two unparalleled summer opportunities will be held in Washington D.C. for six weeks from June 3 through July 7, both institutes offer internships and a scholarship organized by the Office of the Managing Editor, Members of Congress (ICCPS) and top media professionals (IPJ). The internship will be a learning opportunity to enhance skills in analysis of the national government and the political system. The interns will be assigned to the ICPS and IPJ with the assistance of the Managing Editor, Members of Congress (ICCPS) and top media professionals (IPJ).

Students are selected on the basis of academic achievement and extracurricular involvement in political science, economics, or journalism. These two unparalleled summer opportunities will be held in Washington D.C. for six weeks from June 3 through July 7, both institutes offer internships and a scholarship organized by the Office of the Managing Editor, Members of Congress (ICCPS).
Ms. Renzi (Hok Maan)

Happy Valentine’s Day — I’m glad we’re friends again.

Love,
Susan

S.B. (Scum Bag)

Never again?

Promise me Happy Valentine’s Day?

Love,
Tim

Tim.

Hey honey— you right? Happy Valentine’s Day — I love you.

Thanks for being so nice.

To the D.J. from Rock Patrol

You have the secret voice I’ve ever heard on the radio.

You can come over and spin my disks any time.

Love,
your number one groupie

Elizabeth.

Happy Valentine’s to someone who deserves it much better!

I love you
Susan

Lisa Joseph

The first thing you do is make my big heart swell and my eyes watery.

My girl
Love you forever
David

---

For my Valentine

Happy Valentine’s Day

Carol H.

We only did it because we care.

Happy Valentine’s Day!

We love you
D. and D

Bobby—

You’re my one and only love.

The one I can’t think about.

We’ll be together—just you and me.

New and forever 44C!

Happy Valentine’s Day — I love you always.

Love,
Ma

xoxo

To Dave, Ed, Dan, Mike, Beth, Jenn, Dean, Erin, Happy Valentine’s Day,

Liam V.

---

Catherine Demarini

Happy Valentine’s Day.

Stop crying on the job.

---

Barbara Binswanger, a business reporter for The Cape Cod Times, offers unique opportunities for students who are interested in gaining Rockwell International, The United States General Accounting Office, National Air Foundation, WHO/UNICEF, and many others.

Betty Bauer, a business reporter for USA Today, outlines what students should look for in an internship and how they can find a program to fit their geographic needs.

---

Betsy Bauer is a graduate of Temple University.

---

Mystery Photo: Can you find this on Campus? Hint: Homeward Bound (photo by Kirk Van Dyke)

---

The Institute on Comparative Political and Economic Systems (ICPES) and the Institute on Political Journalism (IPJ), both held at Georgetown University, offer unique opportunities for students with demonstrated leadership skills, academic achievement, and extracurricular involvement in political science, economics, or journalism. These two unparalleled summer opportunities will be held in Washington D.C. for six weeks from June 5 through July 15, both Institute offices.

Summer opportunity

The Chronicle of Higher Education reports that the deadline for the submission of all application materials is Friday, March 6, 1987. It is your responsibility to make certain that the appropriate materials have been submitted and that your application is complete.

If you have questions please contact the Office of Student Services (Boyden Hall).

---

During the spring of this year the College-Honors Commission, in cooperation with the Alumni Association, will announce the Alumni Association Scholarship Program, which will be awarded to undergraduate students—the result of the largest scholarship endowment ever assembled in the history of the College. In addition a number of awards will recognize individual accomplishment in a variety of academic fields and through involvement in campus and community leadership activity.

Information on each of the scholarship and award programs is outlined in detail in the 1986-1987 Student Handbook on pages 111 through 118. While a number of programs involve nomination and selection by members of the Faculty and Administration, others require direct application by the student candidate. Students who meet the award criteria are urged to obtain application materials at the Office of Student Services (Boyden Hall), the Financial Aid Office (Tilligagh Hall), or the Career Information Center.

Obtain a copy of the “Scholarship Capsule” which highlights specific award criteria. Of special interest are the Alumni Scholarship, the Student Ambassadors, Members of Congress, Members of Congress who hold positions as Secretaries of the Senate or the House of Representatives, and the Krut-Harris Scholarship.

---


Since the average American holds nine jobs in his or her lifetime, almost everyone will face the challenge of looking for a job at least a few times over. The Job Hunter’s Diary tells you everything you need to know about the job search in a direct and concise manner. It covers every aspect of the job search including: preparing your qualifications, interviewing, working with employment agencies, and preparing resumes, writing job applications, and answering job search questions. The book also contains a 3-month calendar and resource guide to pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses and the worklife profiles that provide the vehicle for an organized and intelligent search. The job seeker’s guide also contains a self-evaluation chart and provides the benefit of a self-assessment guide to keep the job seeker’s diary. The Diary is the job seeker’s companion company for the duration of the search.

A must for career-minded college students, Giving Work Experience Features an informative briefing of more than 10,000 paid summer opportunities and includes company profiles, addresses and telephone numbers from more than 1,000 companies.

Summer opportunity
Achievement
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Can you find the hidden European capitals?

Your Stars This Week

By Berke Breathed

The coming week sees a crowded scene that looks like a high-speed chase in which you've been involved, but not as driver, but as passenger. If you're like most people, you would prefer to be the driver. But the truth is that this is a week in which the course of events is being determined by others and you have no choice but to ride along and hope for the best. The most important aspects of this week are the unexpected changes that will occur, the sudden shifts in direction, and the unexpected circumstances that will arise. The best strategy for this week is to stay flexible, to be ready to adapt to the changes, and to be open to the unforeseen. The stars are aligned in a way that makes it difficult to predict exactly what will happen, but the general trend is towards rapid change and unexpected events. This is a week to be prepared for the unexpected, to be open to new opportunities, and to be willing to adapt to the changes that will occur. The key to success in this week is to stay calm, to stay flexible, and to be ready to adapt to the changes that will occur.

Psychologically Yours

By Dr. Richard T. Coogan, Professor of Psychology

"A college is buildings with four walls---with awesome insiders."--Welcome. As a New Year and 365 days and 850 hours of personal growth, intellectual development, and a multitude of opportunities to enrich your life. The 1987 classes in psychology began with increased enrollments and the introduction of Dr. David Richards as Psychology Department Chairman. Warmest "standing ovation" due to outgoing chair. Dr. Louis Schiffer who steered the department through burgeoning enrollments and B.S.C.'s first Graduate Program in Psychology. The B.S.C. students may now continue to embrace upon a Master's in Clinical/Experimental Therapy or Industrial Personnel at R.C.C., or in conjunction with S.M.I. specializations in Human Service Administration or Clinical/Behavior Analysis. The speaking increase in psychology majors at our nation's colleges and universities from 2.3 percent in 1977 to 3.2 percent in 1985 is an interesting phenomenon especially when one considers that advancement in psychology is ordinarily predicated upon advanced degrees. However, college students tend to be very smart and the love of psychology may be because they charge psychology not only as interesting and beneficial to whatsoever their job goal, but that psychology is emerging as a good occupation for which they can do. Want to know more? Then write for a free copy of "Career in Psychology" published by the American Psychological Association, 1200 17th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. It is a shockful of careers in Psychology, education, and training, and required, how to become a psychologist, and the wonderful future and opportunities in psychology. "Keep an eye open!" for applications to join the Psychology Club to be distributed weekly, or if you wish to hold your bread, see Dr. Coogan in the R.S.C. 335 Burrill Academic Bldg.

Tillinghast Menu

Much to the dismay of the entire BSC community the Tilly menu will not be run this week. This is in order to allow the staff to correct any inaccuracies that have been caused by changes in the menu by Food Services. It can be seen in its usual form next week.

A WORD FROM "PYTHON" PISCOPO EX-WRESTLER

ABOUT MILLER LITE

"DUH!"
Sports

Lady Bears beat Clark
Ranked in top 20 Nationally

By: Mike Storey

The Bridgewater State College women's basketball team scored the pregame and topped the latest NCAA Division III poll, with an impressive (25-4) record.

The key to Bridgewater's jump in the rankings was a stellar performance from the guard from Clark University (37-3), who scored a game-high 25 points and 12 rebounds.

The Bears scored the first points of the game, followed by a three-pointer from the right corner. Mike Storey added 21 points, but Bridgewater ended the game with 10 points and 18 rebounds. All-Star guard JoAnn Runge dished out a season high of 12 assists.

Other action during the game included two more victories against the MASCAC conference. As their overall record improved to 11-3 in the MASCAC, the Bears established a new high of 25-4.

The win raised Bridgewater's record to (12-6), which is currently undefeated. The Bears closed out the scoring with a 93-63 score, the highest in the MASCAC conference as they trailed only by seven points in the first half.

The Lady Bears have now won five of their last six games, and there seems to be no stopping them. Coach Bob Ruggiero puts it this way: "It's always been one of our team goals to be in the top 20 nationally. We're done now and have one shot in moving up even higher over the next few weeks. The Clark game was a big win for us."

The Bridgewater State game was over early in the MASCAC, and the Bears were able to get to a (17-3) finish in the conference.

Men shoot for better profile

By: Mike Storey

The Bridgewater State men's basketball team won their third game of the season, but lost two important MASCAC conference games, as their overall record remains at 15-24, but is now 2-6 in the MASCAC.

The Bears started the week off right as they received Mike Maguire's help in the MASCAC. Mike Storey added 21 points and 10 rebounds while Mike Maguire added 21 points and 8 rebounds.

The Bears took to the road and played against the New England College in the MASCAC. Mike Maguire added 21 points and 8 rebounds while Mike Maguire added 21 points and 8 rebounds.

Swim team win

The BSC men's and women's swim teams finally broke into the win column last Saturday, as they defended the Bears in the MASCAC. The Bears played against the University of Maine, the Bates College Basketball, and the University of Connecticut.

The men's team, the 400-yard medley relay team, ranked first in the MASCAC. The women's team, the 400-yard freestyle relay, ranked third in the MASCAC.

Last Wednesday's meet was a 6-5 victory over Holy Cross, and will host the University of Connecticut Basketball on Friday at 4 p.m.

The men's team ranked fourth in the NCAA, and the women's team ranked fifth in the NCAA.

Rugby

RUGBY PRACTICE—will be held Friday nights at 7:30 p.m. beginning January 30, 1987 and continuing all March break in the Kelly Gym. New players are welcome to attend, no experience necessary. Help support the Bridgewater State Rugby Football Club. Give blood, play rugby. For more information in playing Women's Rugby this Spring, there will be a meeting Monday, February 9th, at 7:00 p.m., in the Campus Center, room 208.

Pilgrim Pet Center

Tropical Fish Repetiles Small Animals Dog and Cat Supplies Cat and Dog Grooming

20% off to all B.S.C. students with valid I.D.*

19 Central Square
Bridgewater, MA 02324
telephone 997-9390

*except sale, discounted items, aquariums, and grooming

BACK TO SCHOOL

Bridgewater State College 1986-87
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

BRIDGEWATER STATE UNIVERSITY
Bridgewater, MA

The BSC women's intramural program is well underway as we catch the old school spirit again. In between academic seasons and spring games, the Kelly Gym is jammed every night from Sunday through Thursday.

In men's basketball the 28- team league is divided into the east and west divisions. Currently sporting undefeated marks and playing their respective divisions are: Bob Ruggiero, Division B Women's Basketball, and John Hill, Division D Women's Basketball.

The annual BSC ski weekend will be held next weekend at the Ski Resort, Ontario, Can. (Feb. 26-28). Last year's 100+ enthusiasm went on its way. There will spread around campus in how great this is. This year is the right year, and it will have 100+ plus kids and the steps.

Those who still need to make their final payments should see Mike Storey (Kelly Gym) or Chris Ruggiero (Bears) for details.
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Lady Bears beat Clark
Ranked in top 20 Nationally
By Mike Storey
The Bridgewater State College women's basketball team came within two points of the 20th ranking in the latest NCAA Division III poll, with an impressive 19-1 record.

The key to Bridgewater's jump in the rankings was a stellar performance against the defending NCAA champions, the Clark University women's basketball team (37-20), who were ranked 3-23 going into the game. Bridgewater blasted 28-21 in the first half, and continued its winning streak in the second half as they outscored their opponents, 16-16, in the final eight minutes. Francean, Mary Lou, Cardinal, the leading scorers, followed the Lady Bears to victory. Cardinal Cholokos was solid at both ends of the court, scoring 10 points and making 10 rebounds. All-Star Guard JoAnn Runge
dished out a season high of 12 assists.

In other action during the week, the Lady Bears dropped 52-43 to the Masconomet Regional High School team in the tournament stage of the New England Invitational Basketball Tournament at the State Armory in Boston.

In the final game of the week, the Lady Bears played the Westfield State University team in a non-conference game. The final score was 73-55 in favor of the Lady Bears.

Men shoot for better
By Mike Storey
The Bridgewater State College men's basketball team won their third game of the season last Tuesday, as they defeated the Mass. at Boston College 75-12. The men have won their first three games, but lost their fourth game to New Hampshire last weekend.

The Lady Bears will finish their dual meet season with a co-ed meet at Babson College next Tuesday. The meet will feature a strong 1:51.31 clocked by Joanne Anderson, and Chris Mirgon.

Lynn Mulkerrin, Jen Mirgon, Jean Bailey and Anja Van Hagen will all compete in the Breaststroke. Hagens will be swimming a time of 5:34.00.

Ladies meet will be held at 1:30 PM on Monday, February 1st. The meet will be held in the 19th Lane.
**Classifieds**

1981 HONDA ACCORD

Retail, $5, speed, clean,

1981 HONDA ACCORD
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**CONCERT ENSEMBLE**

Students needed for Concert Ensemble on Tuesday afternoons at 3:00 p.m. All programs are recorded. For more information contact Prof. Gons

**Spring Break**

Departures every week in February. Flights leave from Orlando. Includes round trip airfare, hotel, meals, and all activities. For more information call 1-800-237-2061.

**Hiring Today**

We are looking for an experienced writer and editor for our weekly newsletter. For more details call Dynamic Destinations, 482 Main St. Malden, 617-324-7735 or 617-321-4165.

**Student Rep Wanted**

Wanted: Student Rep to sell travel packages to fellow students. Must have experience and be able to work part-time. Call 617-321-4165.

**Classifieds**

**Student Rep Wanted**

Wanted: Student Rep to sell travel packages to fellow students. Must have experience and be able to work part-time. Call 617-321-4165.

**Spring Break Jam**


**Government Jobs**

Domestic House, Maids, and Gift Shop Sales, Summer Overseas Opportunities. Call 1-800-328-8322, Ext. 579.
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